UNCOVERED: George Adamski’s lost debut from 1932
Early philosophy puts him on a par with
leading edge 21st-century science
Missing from even his 12(!)-volume Collected Writings in Japanese, George
Adamski’s first booklet, The Invisible Ocean, stems from 1932 and was almost lost in
the mist of time when Dutch researcher Gerard Aartsen secured a copy of this
publication that is as rare as it is unknown to even the most dedicated Adamski
students.
In The Sea of Consciousness, which includes an integral republication of The
Invisible Ocean, Gerard Aartsen shows the many striking parallels between
Adamski’s earliest teaching and the insights of 21st-century systems science as
articulated by “modern-day genius” professor Ervin Laszlo. This volume is therefore
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of historical importance and could well prompt a complete reassessment of George
Adamski’s work, and a rehabilitation of his reputation.
Professor Laszlo is the founder of international think tank The Club of Budapest, and
the Laszlo Institute of New Paradigm Research. He is also known for going on the
record about the extraterrestrial presence in an interview in 2008: “I am certain that
contact has been made.”
Gerard Aartsen is the author of four books about the extraterrestrial presence,
including George Adamski – A Herald for the Space Brothers (2010), Priorities for a
Planet in Transition (2015), and Before Disclosure – Dispelling the Fog of Speculation
(2016), all of which have been translated and published in multiple languages.
The full text of The Invisible Ocean will be
included in Gerard’s new book, The Sea of
Consciousness, to be released this April 17,
with two previously unpublished, related
articles by Adamski, a special section on
The Royal Order of Tibet, detailed
commentaries, and George Adamski’s
updated bibliography.
To request a review copy and/or an
interview with Gerard Aartsen:
For Europe: BGA Publications,
info@bgapublications.nl
For USA and rest of the world: Jason
Francis,
phone 413-663-7201 (EDT) or email:
javcfran@gmail.com

www.bgapublications.nl
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